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State Retirement Agency 

Response to Questions Received from DLS 

December 6, 2017 

 

DLS requests SRA to comment on the 2017 return performance in relation to the policy benchmarks, 

and for any asset classes and asset sub-classes that underperformed the benchmark, comment on the 

factors that led to the underperformance, whether those factors are expected to negatively affect 

performance in fiscal 2018, and what actions are being taken to mitigate those factors impacting the 

fiscal 2018 returns. 

Additionally, SRA should comment on the utilization of any strategic adjustments to asset allocation 

during fiscal 2017 and the impact on investment performance. 

 

In fiscal year 2017, the State Retirement and Pension System (System) achieved a net investment return of 

10.02%, outperforming the policy benchmark return by 0.15%.  The policy benchmark is the weighted 

average of each of the individual asset class benchmarks, and represents what the System would have 

returned if the asset class benchmark returns were achieved.  While the System was able to earn excess 

returns over the policy benchmark on a total fund level, the returns of several asset classes lagged those of 

their respective benchmarks.  The Board of Trustees of the System does not expect each asset class to 

outperform every year but, instead, across economic cycles.  Investment Division staff reviews the 

performance of underperforming asset classes to assess whether the performance is consistent with 

expectations, or a sign of a longer term problem. 

As noted in the DLS investment overview, the performance of the Public Equity asset class trailed its 

benchmark by 1.10%.  Most of this shortfall can be explained by the use of long/short equity hedge funds 

within the public equity asset class.  These strategies allow the managers to generate returns by buying 

stocks they believe will rise in value, and selling stocks they believe to be overvalued and expected to 

decline.  These off-setting trades result in total exposures to the stock market that are less than a more 

traditional stock manager whose returns are dependent on stock prices rising.  The System employs these 

strategies to provide some degree of downside protection during periods of equity declines, as well as to 

allow skilled managers to profit from both stocks that are expected to increase in price, as well as stocks 

that are expected to fall.  Because of the lower sensitivity to the stock market, equity long/short strategies 

are typically expected to underperform broad equity indices during periods of strong equity performance, 

such as fiscal year 2017.  During this time period, global stocks returned about 18.8%, while the System’s 

long/short equity program earned 8.7%.  Though the System’s exposure to these strategies is relatively 

small at roughly 3.3% of total assets, the wide disparity of returns relative to the long-only benchmark 

resulted in a significant contribution to the underperformance of the Public Equity asset class.  Going 

forward, because stock market values are historically high, the returns from equity hedge funds are expected 

to track more closely with equity markets in positive return markets, and preserve value for the System in 

falling stock markets.  
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The System’s currency hedging program also detracted from returns in the Public Equity asset class for 

fiscal year 2017.  The objective of the currency hedging program is to provide some protection against a 

strengthening U.S. dollar and reduce the volatility of the currency portion of the System’s non-U.S. public 

equity investments over the long term.  This program will generate profits when foreign currencies weaken 

relative to the dollar, and will produce losses during periods of foreign currency strength.  During the second 

half of fiscal year 2017, the dollar weakened as doubts emerged as to whether the newly elected President 

and his administration would be able to implement policies that would stimulate the U.S. economy, 

resulting in currency hedging losses of roughly $41.1 million.  However, since the inception of the program 

in May of 2009 through June 30, 2017, the program has generated profits of roughly $225 million.  The 

System’s underlying managers in the developed international portfolio trailed the benchmark by 0.56% 

before the impact of the currency hedging program, while the global equity managers that are included in 

the hedging program outperformed their benchmark by 1.28%.  Investment Division staff believes the 

currency program provides a valuable risk mitigating tool for the System.  Staff is working with the currency 

hedging manager to minimize the drag on performance in directionless, but volatile currency markets, while 

maintaining the protection it affords in periods of persistent dollar strength. 

U.S. Public Equity is an example of a sub-asset class that Investment Division staff identified as having a 

fundamental structural problem.  In fiscal year 2016, staff analyzed the lagging performance of the U.S. 

equity portfolio and recommended removing the large capitalization active management portion of the 

Terra Maria program, and reallocating that portion to other markets with higher prospects for 

outperformance.  While the U.S. equity portfolio underperformed in fiscal 2017, the performance improved 

substantially after the restructuring took place in December 2016. 

The performance of the Absolute Return asset class also lagged its policy benchmark for fiscal year 2017.  

The Absolute Return portfolio returned 3.31%, compared to 6.16% for its policy benchmark, the HFRI 

Fund of Funds Conservative Index + 1%.  Three components contributed to the under-performance: (1) 

benchmark misfit; (2) low returns provided by managers; and (3) a high degree of turnover in the staff 

responsible for the asset class.  Unlike more traditional asset classes like Public Equity and Fixed Income 

which can easily be benchmarked against publicly-available and transparent indices, benchmarking hedge 

funds and absolute return strategies is more challenging.  The current benchmark consists of a universe of 

managers that exhibit similar, but not exact, performance characteristics as the System’s Absolute Return 

portfolio.  The expectations for both the Absolute Return portfolio and its index are to generate returns of 

4% - 5% in excess of cash, with minimal exposure and correlation to traditional asset classes that are 

included elsewhere in the total portfolio.  For example, the best-performing hedge fund strategy for fiscal 

year 2017 was Equity Hedge, returning 12.16%.  This strategy is included in the policy benchmark, but is 

not included in the System’s Absolute Return portfolio, as its relatively high correlation to equity markets 

is inconsistent with the objectives of the program.  Conversely, the System’s Absolute Return portfolio 

includes strategies that produced negative returns for the year that have very low or negative correlation to 

equity markets, and these were not part of the benchmark.  

While this benchmark mismatch accounted for much of the underperformance, manager performance in the 

Absolute Return portfolio also contributed to the shortfall.  As a group, these managers have delivered 

roughly half the return, as well as half the volatility, the System has expected of them.  Investment Division 

staff will continue to closely monitor the System’s managers to ensure they are meeting risk and return 
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objectives, terminating or reducing allocations to managers as necessary and engaging new managers with 

higher return expectations.   

Investment Division staffing and retention may have also contributed to the underperformance in the 

Absolute Return portfolio.  As of June 30, 2015, the Quantitative Strategies group was comprised of three 

investment professionals.  This group was responsible for the 20% allocation to investment grade fixed 

income assets, the 10% allocation to the Absolute Return portfolio, the 3% allocation to commodities, the 

3.5% investment in long/short equity hedge funds within the equity portfolio, and the risk management 

function for the System.  One professional focused mainly on the fixed income allocations, with the rest of 

the functions shared among the remaining two members of the team.  By June 30, 2017, only the fixed 

income specialist remained on this team as the other two professionals had voluntarily left the System for 

private sector positions.   

The structure and manager selection of the Absolute Return portfolio is, in large part, a function of the 

resources available to evaluate strategies and investment managers as the program was being implemented, 

and the interruption of the monitoring process resulting from personnel turnover. As of October 2017, the 

Quantitative Strategies group is now back to three professionals who are only responsible for the Absolute 

Return portfolio, and overall portfolio risk measurement and reporting.  With a more narrowed focus of 

responsibilities and more time to re-evaluate the investment managers and portfolio construction of the 

Absolute Return portfolio, the absolute performance of the portfolio should improve. 

Inflation-Linked Bonds also slightly underperformed the benchmark by 0.09%.  This asset class is largely 

passively managed, as there is very little opportunity to add enough value on an active basis, net of fees, to 

justify the additional risk taken to generate the outperformance.  The nine basis points of underperformance 

can be attributed to trading costs and a modest management fee.  Going forward, the returns of this asset 

class should closely mirror the index. 

The System’s Commodities portfolio returned -8.22% for the fiscal year, trailing its benchmark by 1.72%.  

This underperformance can be attributed to manager performance, particularly relating to investments in 

the oil sector.  As a result of its most recent asset allocation review, the Board reduced the target allocation 

to commodities to 0%, and most of the managers that were included in this dedicated exposure have been 

terminated. 

The Natural Resources and Infrastructure portfolio returned 12.87% for the fiscal year, lagging its 

benchmark by 0.49%.  Similar to Absolute Return, the benchmark for Natural Resources and Infrastructure 

is not a perfect reflection of the construction of the System’s portfolio.  The System’s portfolio consists 

mostly of private investments in energy, timber and infrastructure, with a small amount of publicly-traded 

energy master limited partnerships.  The benchmark is comprised of only publicly-traded securities, as 

private market benchmarks in these sectors are not well-established, and it would be difficult to create a 

custom benchmark that combined the performance of public and private investments.  While the Natural 

Resources and Infrastructure benchmark is not a perfect fit relative to the underlying assets of the System’s 

portfolio, it is likely the most appropriate option available, and over time, should accurately represent the 

performance of the System’s portfolio. 

In addition to setting target allocations for each asset class, the Board also sets ranges around these targets 

to allow Investment Division staff the flexibility to employ tactical over-weights and under-weights.  
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During fiscal year 2017, staff employed modest use of this flexibility and did not approach the maximums 

allowed, adopting a small tactical overweight stocks and an underweight to bonds.  According to an analysis 

conducted by the System’s general investment consultant, these portfolio tilts resulted in added value of 

approximately 18 basis points, or $85 million.  This analysis focused on quarterly calculations based on 

returns and allocations of the major asset classes such as Growth Equity or Real Assets.  A monthly 

evaluation that also evaluated sub-asset class allocations such as Emerging Market vs U.S. Equity within 

the equity portfolio showed a larger impact of up to 50 basis points, or about $237 million.  Whether the 18 

or 50 basis points numbers are used, both are the product of a new initiative by the Investment Division 

staff to overweight and underweight segments of the System’s asset allocation within the bounds permitted 

by the Board’s investment policy to enhance the potential return of the System. 

 

DLS requests SRA comment on the risk profile of the system’s asset allocation, and comment on 

investment strategies that can take advantage of short term market opportunities while still maintaining 

the system’s overall risk tolerance. 

 

As a long-term investor with a perpetual time horizon, the System is able to accept a significant amount of 

risk.  This risk posture is exhibited in its asset allocation, and is represented by a large exposure to growth-

oriented assets that are highly correlated to public stocks.  While stock returns historically have been among 

the highest of any asset class, they are also the riskiest and most volatile.  Consistent with the long-term 

nature of the plan, currently about 70% of total assets are allocated to strategies that are tied to the stock 

market, either through the direct ownership of public stocks, or indirectly through investments in other asset 

classes that are correlated to equities, such as high yield and emerging market debt.  As fiduciaries, the 

Board seeks an asset allocation that balances the long-term benefits provided by stocks against the need for 

diversification and some level of protection during periods of stock market declines.   

While the System’s asset allocation is dominated by risk-oriented investments at roughly 70%, it is less 

risky and more defensive and balanced relative to the peer group.  The System’s exposure to public equity 

is about 10% less than the median of the peer group.  After the large stock market drawdowns that 

occurred during the tech bubble in the early 2000s and again during the financial crises in 2008-2009, the 

System determined that the fund was too exposed to the public equity market.  As a result, some of the 

public equity assets were re-allocated to other asset classes with less exposure to the stock market.  While 

the System’s allocation to public equity represents an underweight versus the peer group, it enables to 

System to achieve its actuarial return target, based on modeled long-term risk and return assumptions, 

with lower risk and a smoother return stream than the overall peer group.  This in turn will provide less 

volatility for budgeting purposes with regard to the annual employer contribution.  The System accepts 

that during periods of strong public equity performance, as has been experienced over the past several 

years, it will lag the peer group.  However, the System should perform better during periods of market 

stress and public equity drawdowns.  Over time, the System’s portfolio is expected to provide similar 

average returns as peer portfolios, but generate more wealth because of the lower volatility characteristic.  

While the asset allocation is segregated into asset classes, the System is still able to take advantage of 

short-term market opportunities.  External managers are typically allowed the flexibility to invest in a 
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perceived market opportunity within their respective asset class.  For example, public equity managers 

can rotate from one sector to another, and fixed income managers are able to overweight Treasury bonds 

relative to corporate bonds.  Some external managers have multi-asset mandates, and are not confined to a 

specific area of the market.  These mandates are very broad and provide the manager a significant amount 

of flexibility in terms of asset class, geography and security type.  For example, a global macro manager 

can sell German stocks to buy Canadian bonds.  In addition to the discretion afforded to external 

managers, the Investment Division staff has the ability to take advantage of market opportunities as an 

overlay to the total fund.  Staff meets regularly to discuss the economy and potential market opportunities, 

and has contracted with an external manager for trade implementation.  

 

Given the low rate of return and high management fee structures, DLS requests SRA to comment on 

the returns of the absolute return asset class, including the market conditions leading to the low level 

of returns and what market conditions would result in markedly improved returns for investments in 

the asset class. 

 

The objective of the System’s Absolute Return asset class is to provide diversification and risk reduction 

to the total fund by having very little exposure to the common risk factors found in the rest of the 

portfolio.  The return objective is to outperform a cash return by 4% - 5% over a full market cycle.  Over 

the last several years, this return objective has not been met.  There are several potential reasons for this 

underperformance that relate to the market environment that has persisted for the last several years.  

Hedge funds comprise most of the mandates in this asset class, and are characterized by active trading 

strategies that attempt to take advantage of relative value opportunities between different securities and 

asset classes.  The most favorable environment for this type of trading is one where volatility is high, 

correlations are low and dispersion is high.  Volatility is the degree to which asset prices fluctuate, 

correlation is the degree to which assets move in the same direction, and dispersion refers to the 

difference in asset price movements regardless of whether they are moving in the same direction.  

Essentially, hedge funds have historically performed best in more chaotic markets.  Over the last several 

years, markets have been very calm and volatility has hovered at all-time lows.  Moreover, correlations 

have been high and dispersion has been low.  A reason this condition has persisted may relate to the 

unconventional monetary policies adopted by global central banks to lower interest rates and stimulate 

economic growth.  As central banks unwind these policies and raise interest rates, it may reverse the trend 

and create a more favorable environment for hedge funds. 

 

DLS requests SRA to comment on the restructuring of the Terra Maria program, including how the 

reallocation of assets continues to promote the goals of the program and positions the program to 

continue to add investment value to SRPS. 

 

After a detailed and comprehensive review of the Terra Maria program during fiscal year 2017, the 

System restructured the way the assets are allocated to improve performance and efficiency.  Prior to 
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these enhancements, each Terra Maria program manager had similar broad assignments spanning most of 

the public equity markets, resulting in an over-diversification of managers.  Too many managers were 

investing in the same markets, and the ability of the group as a whole to add value had been diluted.  As a 

result of the recent changes, the program is more focused with fewer overlapping assignments, and 

individual manager allocations are large enough to be meaningful for the System and the manager.  

Additionally, the number of program managers was reduced to prevent over-diversification, as well as to 

create more accountability for each program manager. 

The number of Terra Maria program managers in domestic pubic equity was reduced from six to two.  

In developed international public equity, the number of program managers was cut from five to two.  A 

new dedicated emerging markets mandate will be added in December 2017 and managed by one program 

manager.  Also, a new dedicated international small cap mandate was added in April 2017, managed by 

one program manager.  Fixed income was reduced from four program managers to one.   

To promote accountability for the Terra Maria program managers, each has been given a specific 

benchmark, and is expected to create a portfolio of managers that add return relative to that benchmark.  

This focused responsibility has reduced the ability of the program to engage managers in other asset 

classes or that have niche strategies.  However, the program managers have been invited to present 

outstanding managers outside their mandate that may help the System achieve its overall objectives.  As a 

result of these changes, the overall number of underlying managers utilized was reduced, allowing for a 

more concentrated program.  This concentration will increase the potential for generating excess 

returns.  While the number of managers was scaled back, the overall dollar value of the Terra Maria 

program remained relatively the same. 

As one of the most efficient asset classes, U.S. equity is particularly challenging for active managers to 

outperform passive benchmarks.  Like most managers in this asset class, the System’s Terra Maria 

managers struggled to generate excess returns over the last several years.  As a result, Terra Maria assets 

were meaningfully reduced in domestic equity, and are now focused on small capitalization stocks.  

However, the Investment Division staff has encouraged program managers to recommend large cap 

managers for consideration in an effort to maintain coverage and keep abreast of the emerging managers 

in this asset class.   

The assets that have been removed from domestic equity have been moved to the less efficient asset 

classes of emerging markets and international small cap, where there are greater opportunities for active 

managers to add value.  The international developed asset class has remained at a similar asset size, as 

this component of the program has reliably added value over time.  Now that the restructuring 

implementation has been completed for public markets, hedge funds will be evaluated for program 

fit.  Separately, and in parallel, the Investment Division staff continues to build out its private equity Terra 

Maria program, which is implemented through staff and consultants. 
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DLS requests SRA to comment on its process for evaluating utilization of the currency program, and 

plans for the program moving forward. 

 

The objective of the currency overlay program is to provide some protection against a strengthening U.S. 

dollar and reduce the volatility of the currency portion of the Agency’s non-U.S. equity investments over 

the long term.  Strong foreign currencies relative to the U.S. dollar provide a favorable environment to non-

dollar investments and enhance returns.  Any currency hedging program applied in this environment would 

act as a drag and detract from returns.  This is what occurred in fiscal year 2017 as foreign currencies 

generally strengthened versus the dollar, particularly in the second half of the year as doubt emerged as to 

whether the new administration would be able to pass policies that would stimulate the economy.  The 

impact of this program on fiscal 2017 performance was $41.4 million, or roughly 0.09%.  Alternatively, 

when foreign currencies are weak and the dollar is strong, the currency exposure acts as an impediment to 

performance.  It is during these periods that currency hedging programs can help offset some of those losses.  

While the value added by the program has fluctuated, with some years generating gains and others losses, 

its risk reducing qualities have been persistent over all time periods. 

Given the meaningful size of the System’s exposure to foreign assets, staff continues to believe that having 

an ability to hedge currency makes sense.  As of June 30, 2017, the System’s foreign equity holdings totaled 

roughly $11 billion, or about 22 percent of the total fund.  In addition, the volatility of currency fluctuations 

have a significant impact on total returns.  The currency effect can be demonstrated by comparing the recent 

returns of an index of non-U.S. stocks against its currency-hedged version.  The chart below shows this 

index comparison as of June 30, 2017, and does not represent the returns of the System. 

 

Annualized Returns as of June 30, 2017 

 

 

 

The System’s experience with the currency hedging program demonstrates both the volatility of currency 

markets, as well as their significant impact on total fund performance.  While this program works best in 

momentum-driven periods of U.S. dollar strength, staff is working with the manager to mitigate the losses 

associated with protracted periods of dollar weakness and choppy, directionless currency markets.  Staff 

will continue to monitor the System’s exposure to currency risks to determine the appropriate hedging needs 

going forward. 

 1-Year 3-Years 5-Years 7-Years 10-Years 

MSCI World-ex U.S. 19.49% 0.67% 8.15% 7.47% 1.00% 

MSCI World-ex U.S. Hedged 22.43% 6.90% 12.20% 9.24% 2.48% 


